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1. Answer any two of the following questions: 16x2 

(a) Give an account of the Mauryan administration with special reference to 
Municipal administration. 

(b) Assess the importance of the Kaushana rule in early Indian history. 
(c) Discuss the achievements of Kumargupta I with the help of available evidendes. 
(d) Discuss the achievements of Harshavardhana with reference to his relations to the 

rulers of Gauda and Kamarupa. 
2. Write short notes on any two of the following : 5x2 

(i) Janapada. 
(ii) Kosa 
(iii) Numismatic as a source for the reconstruction of history. 
(iv) Sources of the Maurya history. 
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1. Answer any two of the following questions: 16x2 

(a) Write a critical account of the position of Women in early India with reference to 
their ‘right to property’. 

(b) Give an estimate of family life in early Indian society. 
(c) Critically examine the state of agriculture in the economic life of India with the 

help of available sources. 
(d) Write a critical account of the economic condition during the Gupta and Post-

Gupta period with particular reference to overseas trade. 
2. Write short notes on any two of the following: 5x2 

(i) Slavery in the account of Megasthenes. 
(ii) Items of export and import in the Indo-Roman trade. 
(iii) Land Tenure Sysstem. 
(iv) Town-life. 

— 
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1. Answer any two questions: 16x2 
(a) Assess the role of Dupleix in the Anglo French rivalry in Carnatac. 
(b) Describe the causes of the Anglo-Sikh wars and the annexation of Punjab. 
(c) Examine the circumstances leading to the Anglo-Nepal War of 1814. What did 

the British achieve by it? 
(d) Who was Dost Muhammad? Critically describe his relation with the British East 

India Company under Lord Auckland. 
2. Write notes on any two of the following: 5x2 

(a) British relatin with Haider Ali of Mysore. 
(b) Treaty of Amritsar (1809) 
(c) Subsidiary Alliance 
(d) British policy towards Bahadur Shah, the last Mughal Emperor. 

— 
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1. Answer any two question: 16x2 

(a) What does the term Queen’s Proclamation signify. Describe in short the structure 
of British India Government as laid down by the Act of 1858. 

(b) What was the importance of Tibet to the British in India? What finally led Curzon 
to send the expedition to Tibet in 1904? 

(c) What were the causes and the results of second Anglo Afghan War? 
(d) Do you think the trial of Tikendrajit Singh of Manipur was justified? Give reasons 

for your answer. 
2. Write notes on any two of the following: 5x2 

(a) Queen’s Proclamation. 
(b) Rendition of Mysore. 
(c) Mc Mahon Line. 
(d) Forward Policy in Afganisthan. 

— 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 
(a) Write an essay on the pre-Congress political Association in India. 
(b) Examine the different theories on the origin of the Indian National Congress. 
(c) Write an essay on the partition of Bengal in 1904-’05. 

2. Answer any two of the following: 5x2 
(a) Write a short on the Marxist School of Historiography. 
(b) Examine the secular character of the Mutiny of 1857-’58. 
(c) Examine the role of women in the Revolt of 1857-’58. 
(d) In what ways did the Morley-Minto Reforms of 1909 sow the seeds of Pakistan? 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 

(a) Give an account of the revolutionary nationalist movement outside India. 
(b) Write an essay on the States’ Peoples Movement during 1927-1947. 
(c) In what ways did the Indian National Congress influence the national movement 

of the South East Asian States? 
(d) Write an essay on the Radcliffe Award, 1947. 

2. Answer any two of the folo iwng: 5x2 
(a) Write a note on the Poona Pact, 1932. 
(b) Examine the Two-Nation theory of Jinnah. 
(c) Write a short note on the secular composition of the Azad Hind Government of 

Netaji. 
(d) Give an account of the Refugee problem of the post -partition period. 

— 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 

(a) Review the factors that led to the outbreak of the American War of Independence. 
(b) Give your estimate about the impact of the French Revolution (1789) on England. 
(c) Review the principles of Palmerston’s foreign policy. 
(d) Describe the role of England in world affairs between 1914-1922. 

2. Answer any two of the following: 5x2 
(a) Younger Pitt’s rise to power. 
(b) Results of the American War of Independence.  
(c) Gladstone’s policy towards Ireland. 
(d) Disraeili’s foreign plicy. 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 

(a) How do you relate the Agrarian and Industrial Revolution of Great Britain During 
your period of study? 

(b) Write a note on the impact of Industrial Revolution on the working class of 
England. 

(c) Review the nature of the Oxford Movement of 19th century England. 
(d) Write a note on the issues that led to the growth of Trade Unionism in Great 

Britain in the 19th century. 
2. Answer any two of the following: 5x2 

(a) Luddite Riots. 
(b) Edwin Chadwick and his role in the development of Public Health of England. 
(c) Debate on the starting point of the Industrial Revolution.  
(d) Economic effects of the Agrarian Revolution of England.  

— 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 

(a) What is Geopolitics? Write a note on the evolution of Geopolitical theories of 
recent times. 

(b) What are the elements of national power of a Modern State? 
(c) What are the main objectives of foreign policy that a country seeks to achieve? 
(d) Enumerate the qualifications of a diplomat. 

2. Answer any two of the following: 5x2 
(a) What is ‘Balance of Power’? 
(b) What is ‘Cold War’? 
(c) Importance of Economic element of national power. 
(d) Panchsheel. 

— 
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1. Answer any two of the following: 16x2 

(a) Explain France’s search for security in the post-Versailles Treaty period.  
(b) Write an essay on the foreign policy of the U.S.S.R. during the inter-war years. 
(c) Examine the composition and function of the Security Council of the U.N.O. 
(d) Write an essay on the West Asian Crisis since 1917. 

2. Answer any two of the following: 5x2 
(a) Was the Versailles Treaty really a ‘dictated peace’? 
(b) Write a note on Truman Doctrine. 
(c) Give a brief account of Indo-Pakistan relations since the Bangladesh War. 
(d) Write a note on the S.A.A.R.C. 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 

(a) Discuss the causes and effects of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-5). 
(b) Give an account of KMT-Communist conflict in China between 1912 and 1949. 

2. Answer any one of the following: 10 
(a) Comment on the Japanese Constitution, 1889. 
(b) Write a critical note on the self-strengthening Movement. 

3. Write short note on any one of the following: 5 
(a) Treaty of Portsmouth (1905). 
(b) Boxer Protocol (1910) 
(c) Anglo-Japanese Alliance. 1902. 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 

(a) Write an account of the British administration in Java with special reference to the 
role of Sir Stamford Raffles. 

(b) Write an essay on the Nationalist Movement in the Philippines. 
2. Answer any one of the following: 10 

(a) Write a note on Chulalongkorn of Siam. 
(b) Fall of the V.O.C. in Indonesia. 

3. Write short not on any one of the following: 5 
(a) Van-den-Bosch. 
(b) Josh Rizal. 
(c) Thakin Party. 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 
(a) Examine the economic and administrative significance of the Charter Act, 1833. 
(b) In what respects did the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms of 1919 signify a 

reversal of British policy towards the constitutional development in India. 
2. Answer any one of the following: 10 

(a) Give a brief account of the Indianisation of the civil services. 
(b) Discuss the role of Lord Ripon in the development of local-self-government. 

2. Write short note on any one of the following: 5 
(a) Queen’s Proclamation, 1885 
(b) Law Commission. 
(c) The Charter Act, 1853. 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 

(a) Examine the nature and character of industrialization in India in the second half of 
the nineteenth century. 

(b) ‘No railways, no modern India’. Argue your contention. 
2. Answer any one of the following: 10 

(a) Write a short note on the character of the foreign trade in India. 
(b) Write a short note on the urbanization of colonial India. 

3. Write short note on any one of the following:5 
(a) Mahalwari Settlement. 
(b) Economic ideas of Raja Rammohan Roy. 
(c) Famine Commission, 1882./ 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 

(a) Examine the factors that generated protest against caste system in British India in 
the first half on the 20th century. 

(b) Examine the emergence of the middle class intelligentsia in Colonial India. 
2. Answer any one of the following: 10 

(a) Explain briefly the position of the Indians in the army and civil services during 
British rule in India. 

(b) Briefly discuss the Cooch Beher Marriage Controversy. 
3. Write short not on any one of the following: 5 

(a) Female education in 1949. 
(b) Indian Press, 1878 
(c) The Civil Marriage Act, 1872. 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 

(a) Write an essay on Indological Studies in Colonial India. 
(b) Describe the women emancipation movement of Colonial India. 

2. Answer any one of following: 10 
(a) Briefly discuss the growth of the health service in the nineteenth century India. 
(b) Write a short note on S.N.D.P. 

3. Write short note on any one of the following: 5 
(a) Education Dispatch, 1854. 
(b) The Vernacular Press act, 1878. 
(c) The Dramatic Performances Act, 1876. 

— 
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1. Answer any one of the following: 20 
(a) Discuss the Anglicist vs. Orientalist Controversy. 
(b) Examine the political ideas of Ranade. 



2. Answer any one of the following: 10 
(a) Give a critical account of the educational reforms of Iswarchandra Vidyasagar. 
(b) Make in assessment of the Aligarh Movement. 

3. Write short note on any one of the following: 5 
(a) Lord Macaulay. 
(b) The Indian Association (1876). 
(c) Dada Bhai Naoroji. 

— 
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Write any essay on any one of the following themes: 35 
 

1. Hindu and Buddhist colonization of South-East Asia during your period. 
2. Origin, growth and decay of the Feudalism in India. 
3. Civilisation and culture under the Pallavas. 
 

— 
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Write an essay on any one of the following: 35 

1. Growth and development of the press in colonial Indian during 1781-1947. 
2. Industrialisation in India in the Post-Mutiny Era. 
3. Emergence of the Non-Brahmin movement in the colonial India. 
 

— 
  

 


